A Portal to Holocaust Films
and Testimonies [pp.4-5]
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he final element in the new Museum
Complex, tht Visual Center, is set to optn
in NO\'tmlxr (set "lk New V15U.t/ Center,"
pp. 4-5). Designed to be the most
comprthenm-e tibnry ofHolocaun-rtlated films and
testimonies in the world, the unique Center will also
encourage filmmners to misit the HoIoc.tust period,
and fmd new waYl to portray the topic to younger
audiences.
This volume also prescnu other mnrn.tive methods
of rtKhing the nelt generations: Naomi Morgenstern
~nablcs the life Story of a survi\'or friend, Rachel, to
ContinlK to be told U5.ing Rachtl's doll colJection (sec
"Kteping the Memory Alive,- p_12) 1I1d two )'oung
Hungarian teachers have dcveloped a uniqu~ COUIS(
on the Holocaust for local studenu, walking through
the Slr«U 1I1d sites ofBtkhpest (set -Connecting with
th~ Youth,~ p. 9). Also featured is a behind-the · sc~ncs
loot at the new Mu.scum: the fascinating and important
id~ntification of the people and places porua)'ed in
German prop~ganda film clips, revealed through
intrical~ 1I1d mniculous rcse.trt:h by Mu.scum snff(sec
"The N~~' Museum: Behind the Scenes," pp. 6-7).
A picture is ~orth a thousand words-and Yad
Vashem encouraga Holoc~ust sunin)rs, thcir families
and Inends to submit phoIographs of victims to attach
to Pages of Testimony (see "The Faces Behind the
~""",' p. 3). Thac '''I)o.y wpoho<s d<arIy portr.ty
the vibrancy of the ordinuy people and richness of
their cultun l and spiritual world-lost, but ncvn
forgotten.
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Central Database of Shoah
Victims' Names awarded
Project of the Year
Yad Vuhem was conferred th~
Intcnutional Association ofJC\\ish Genealogy
Societies' "Project of the Year A\\7.rd" for
launching the Centnl Dmbase of SlMllh
V'ICrims' Names. This special award rq>rcsen1S
recognition .tI1d appreru.tion by the genealogic
communiry for the Nunes Dalllb.tsc'$ impact
and contribution to the research ;tnd study
of JC\\ish family and community history. The
award was granted at the 2S lh International
Conference on JC\\ish ~nealogy held in Las
Veg3, Ne\'adl, in July.

Names Database to be
translated into Russian
With some 40,000 new Pages of
Testimony submitted since the launch of the
Names D;ttab:ue online almost a )'UT ago,
the total number of nl mes registered stands
at around thrct million. Estimates :ll't thai ;t
large majorit), of the missing names belong
to murdered JC\\'5 from the FSU. To gain
;teedS to this nst rc:source, Yad Vashem has
begun to tra/l$late the Names Dar.tbase imo
Russi1l1.
The project, due to be concluded within
the coming year, has been fun ded by the
Nadav Foundation (Israel) and will be carried
OUt b). professional tramiatM at Yad Vashcm.
Once completed, RuWo spoken in the FSU
100 ebev.-hm-oow rq>rOCnting only a tin)'
fraction (IdS thm one pment) of the dose
to six million \isitOfS to the websitt-\\ill be
able to search the Database:;tOO submit PoIgcs
of Testimony online, thus joining the
international effort 10 remember and
memorialize every indi\idual victim of the

Shooh.

Database:

b

!hia Wroclawski

father proudly holds his baby daughter
above his head; a couple leans out of a
window smiling at the camera, the man's
arm draped around his sweetheart's
shoulder; a young brother and sister pose for a
portrait picture. Such innocent snapshots could
form part of any private collection, recording
precious moments in one's family history. What
makes these photographs different is that they
form part of the 11 0,000 plus collection subntitted
to the Hall of Names at Yad Vashem since its
establishment. Representing a mere three percent
of the victims recorded thus far in the Names
Database, they powerfully illuminate the mosaic
ofJewish life in Europe before the Shoah.
In its effort to restore the identities of Jews
who perished in the Shoah, Yad Vashem has been
collecting Pages ofTestimony since the 1950s.
Submitted by survivors, relatives or friends of
victims, Pages ofTestimony include biographical
details-name, date of birth and death, occupation,
and so on-and arc preserved in the Hall of Names
and on the Central Database of Shoah Victims'
Names. But the Page also has room for a
photograph.
Unlike other types of historical material from
the Nazi era, a photograph evokes a sense of
"knowing" the person. The image helps people
to remember and rclate to the individual, not as
a faceless victim or statistic, but as a vibrant human
being who once lived a life like theirs- until the
Nazis and their collaborators destroyed it.
Alexander Avraham, Director of the Hall of
Names, stresses the importance of including
photographs of the victims when submitting Pages
of Testimony: "Attaching a photograph adds
another dimension to the testimony. It gives the
victim a face; it restores their identity. Although
in most cases no photograph of the victim
remained, we are also aware that many of the

A

uIII,a and Vi/jam ScIJlPartz, Cluj, Roma"ia, lAura
perished Roed 28, probably in a concentration cllmp.

ViIiIHn'sjilte is Imknow".

Moshe Mane/a and his daughter Guta, Kielce, Poland.
Moshe, his wife Bluma a"d Guta were murdered i"
Treblinka in J942-MosIJe was 34, Bluma 33, alld GUla
was just five years old.

Twins lzabtl and Solly Marton, children of iAjos (i1ur)
and Ella Marton, were born in Diosug, Hungary, in
1935. They were both murdmd in Auschwitz.

people who have submitted Pages ofTestimony
managed to save these treasured images. Today it
is possible to scan a photograph directly from home
compute" and add it to the Names Database, while
allowing the original to remain with its owner."
Approximately 900 photos have been added
to the collection since the Names Database was

uploaded to the Internet last November.
www.yadvashem.org

The scanning and digitization of photos is
supported by a donation from the David Berg
Foundation. However, SOlne 45,000 photographs
are waiting for additional sources of funding in
order to be added to the online Database.
"Often, when I think of the Holocaust, I
conjure up images of emaciated people in striped
prison uniforms}" wrote Yvonne} a visitor to the

online Databasc. "Your site shows people before
they hal'e spent months in a can'ps. It shows people
who look like, well, just folks, which is the reality
of the situation. Thanks for bringing that home."
The Ifuthor is Mlfrketing Mlfnlfger for the Online NlfmtJ
n.tlflmse.

for access to the Central Database of Shooh Victims' Names
for ...source material....Iated to the Nam.. Database
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b Dr. Robert Rozett

S

ince the beginning of the 20 th century,
film has become the primar), medium
through which we learn about the world
and form our perceptions about

personalities, places and events. Films-whether
feature length, documentaries, shorts, un-cut
testimonies or home videos, and whether viewed
in theaters, on television sets or on computer
terminals-have made a tremendous impact on
both our understanding of and our perceptions
about the Holocaust. No-one who has seen Steven
Spielberg's Schindler's List, with its portrayal of
Amon Goeth randomly shooting Jews in the
Plaszow camp, will ever shake that image of Nazi
brutality. The heroismand determination of some
Holocaust SU"'l'ors is palpable in £<adlls, while
the desperation of others is evoked deeply b), Rod
Steiger in 111< P.n'llbroker. Images like these both
haunt and inform us.
It is onl), fitting, therefore, that as part of the
recendy opened Museum Complex, Yad Vashem
has created a newVisual Center for the collection,
study and viewing of fil ms about the Holocaust
and related subjects. The construction of the Visual
Center was made possible th rough the generous
donations of the Righteous Persons Foundation
headed by Steven Spielberg (USA), and Daniella
and Daniel Steinmetz (Israel). Liar Ben Habib is
the Dircctorofthe Visual Center, which is under
the auspices ofdte Yad Vashem Library.

Chairman of the Yad Vashem Directorate
Amer ShaleI' explains: "The Visual Center aspires
to build a comprehensive collection of films about
the Holocaust and related subjects, thus becoming
the world resource center for cinematic works on
the Holocaust. With i[S unique resources, over
the coming years, the Visual Center \I,ll become
the foremost portal through which scholars,
students, film creators and the general public will
access information about and ,iew Holocaust-related
films."

A

Portal to

The core of the collection is comprised of
the many films acquired for "elling and research
purposes ol'er the years by Yad Vashem.1n addition
to collecting the films and the rights to show
them, the Visual Center has also begun creating
a database of detailed information about all
Holocaust-related films as well as survivor
testimonies. Notably, the over 50,000 survivor
testimonies recorded by the Shoah Visual History
Foundation, established by Steven Spielberg, ,viII
eventually be available for viewing.

Holocaust F i I m s

Working with ¥ad Vashem's Information
Systems, d,e Visual Center is currendy deep into
the process of digitizing its resources, Hence
,~sitors can now view films at the click of a mouse,
either by selecting one of the more popular titles
suggested by the Visual Center's stafT, or by
searching the database for films by genre, subject
or by more specific criteria, Groups of visitors
will be able to view films in a specially designed
theater,
As a knowledge-based organization, ¥ad
Vashem is planning to sponsor regularly held
symposia hosted by the Visual Center, in order
to further the understanding of films about the
Holocaust. In addition, grants and prize money
will be made available to the best researchers and
filmmakers on the subject. The first sllch prize is

and Testimonies
the ¥ad Vashem Chairman's Award for a cinematic
work related to the Holocaust. This annual grant
is endowed by Michaela and Leon Constantiner
(USA),
Since films about the Holocaust and associated
subjects continue to be made all over the world,
the Visual Center is also reaching out to the
global cinematic community, "As the Visual
Center embarks upon its first year of activity, we
call upon filmmakers and distriblltors everywhere
to help us acquire films and grant us the rights
to make them available for public vielving at ¥ad
Vashem," says Ben Habib, "Films are made to
be seen, By placing material in the Visual Center,
a filmmaker gives audiences access to his or her
film, and lvith that the possibility to research it
and absorb irs message, On a practical level,
members of the public \\;11 also be able to contact
the filmmaker for further acqui~tions, All of these
lvill broaden the impact of the film, enabling it
to continue to contribute to our understanding
of-and influence our perceptions about-the
Holocaust, its causes and its repercussions. n

The ntll JfU'Ual Center: nilrld mount center for cinematic works rtlattd to the HO/lKflun

The author iJ Dirrttor 'Jthe Librllry.
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The New Museum: Behind
Recognizing and naming people who appear in the ftlm and
photograph collection of the new Holocaust History Musewn
often leads to new discoveries, and can sometimes turn
anonymous photographs and ftlm clips--<reated as German
propaganda-into unique historical docwnents, which tell the
story of individual Jews.

Siauliai :
Nazi Propaganda as Jewi sh Historical Evidence
~~~~~~~~~-----------------------------.

he main German archive, the B'I1Id,sarcbive, holds all the edited
German newsreels created between 1933 and 1945. Although it
is the largest collection of documentary films from the Nazi period,
surprisingly few of its newsreels refer to jews. Under the direction
of the Minister of Propaganda josef Goebbels, heavy secrecy was maintained
regarding the murder operations and activities of the Eillsatzgrrtpp",. In
November 1941, soldiers were officially prohibited from taking pictures in
the field .
As part of the exhibition dealing with the implementation of the Final
Solution in the new Holocaust History Museum, two rare and original films
are presented. The first is the only known full documentation of a massacre
carried out by the Eillsatzgr"ppell, beginning with the moment the victims
are brought to the murder site. Reinhard Wiener, a German soldier who
served in the navy, apparently made the fi lm in Liepaja in late july 1944.
According to Wiener's testimony, he happened upon the scene by chance.
The second film is taken from a 30-minute edited newsreel made by a
German propaganda unit. The 90-second segment, shown on 16 jnly 1941 ,
depicts a group of jews disembarking from trucks \\;th shovels in their hands
as a German voice·over comments; "Idle Jews are forced to dig."
The film does not name the location or the jews portrayed. They were
identified for the first time by Museum researchers who matched them to a
single archived photograph (below). This photo shows the same group of
jews standing on parade in front of a prison wall in Siauliai, Lithuania. By
comparing the information from the photograph \\;th survivors' testimonies
and Pages ofTestimony, most of the individuals in the picture were identified.
Standing second
from right is Rabbi
Yitzhak Nachumowski,
the town Va>"" (JeMsh
court judge); third &om
right , the tallest
individual is Aaron
Puhn from Klaipeda
(Memel); fourth from
right is Kadish Shapira;
fifth from right, Rabbi
Aaron Bakst; seventh
from right, Shimon
Rosenberg, and on the
extreme left, Attorney
Azriel AbramOl;ch.
jewish settlement in Siauliai began in the late 17'" century; at the outbreak
of World War II, some 8,000 jews lived there. In the early stages of the

T
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occupation, the Uthuanians-<:ncouraged by the GemJans-transferred many
jews from their homes to the local prison, including rabbis and leading figures
in the community.
In his journal Records from tbe Valley of Deatb-Memories from Sia"liai
Prison, Aaron Pik, the town doctor (who did not survive) wrote: "On Simbbat,
28 june, I saw Rabbi [Abraham Isaac] Nachumowski on the sidewalk ncar
our home in his SJmbbatciothes, surrounded by policemen and [pro-Nazi]
partisans, who were dragging him off to prison_ On the same day, they also
arrested Chief Rabbi Bakst and his son-in-law Rabbi [Isaac] Rabinovich, as
well as Rabbi Nachumowski's son_ .. In prison they were subject to terrible
torments ... and photographed from the front and from behind ... Where
have they been taken~ Arc they still alive~"
Ir is now known that after subjecting this group of men to humiliations
in the prison yard, the Germans herded them to the Ku ziai Forest (some 15
km northwest of Siauliai), on 29 jnne 1941. There they were filmed being
forced to dig their own graves. They were murdered that same day.
Thus the film clip, originally used as Nazi propaganda, was turned into
jewish historical evidence, commemorating the final moments of a group of
jews from Siauliai.

The lIuthor W/U Film lind Photo Curlltor for tht /ItII' HokJclIUIt History Museum, II/1d is noll' Smior
PhOlll Advisor, Museums Division.

the Scenes
Plonsk : Identifying a Town
b Efrat Komisar

isplayed in the Map of the Ghettos in the new Holocaust History
Museum is footage of a town, filmed in 1940 by photographer
Horst Loerzer. The title of the film, Der jude im Regi",,,,gsbezirk
Zic/lCliau 1940 (The jews of the Ciechan6w District 1940), was
apparently given by the photographer himself. The town shown in the film
was therefore originally identified as Ciechan6w itself, a small town north of
Warsaw. As is indicated in the title, the film shows jews in the town, but also
reflects the photographer's attitude towards them. In one scene, he arranges
them in a row in front of the camera and photographs them in profile. Such
scenes-familiar from Nazi propaganda films as well as amateur mm~es----are
meant to present "jewish physiognomy," reflecting the racist attitude of the
photographers.

D

Appearing in the footage are signs hanging above shop front doors-a
hatter named Hersz Pokorski, a grocer named Hersch Mendel Dancygier, a
shocmaker named Shimon Pater and a tailor named Chaim Grinberg-which
formed a vital basis for investigation. Some of the shop owners may even
appear in the film; one of the two men standing in the doorway of Grinberg's
shop, for example, may be Grinberg himself.

stated that Pokorski had indeed been a hatter, just as indicated on the sign
in the film, and that he was murdered in Ausehwitz. However, Pokorski did
not live in Ciechan6w; he was born and lived in Plonsk. This was the beginning
of the journey in identifying the town.
The birthplace of David Ben-Gurion, Plonsk is a town some 35 km south
of Ciechan6w. Prior to the start of the war, over 5,000 jews lived in the
town. It was occupied by the Germans on 5 September 1939, and a ghetto
was formed in May 1941 which housed some 8,000 jews from Plonsk and
its licinity. Between October and December 1942, the jews ofPlonsk were
deported to Ausehlvitz. Almost everyone perished.
In order to confirm the rown was indeed Plonsk, additional sources
needed to be checked.
In the Plonsk phone
directory from 1929,
Pokorski's name was
I~tcd as a manufacturer
of caps. His father,
Yisrael Nakhman, was
also listed as a Plonsk
resident in records
from the 19 th century.
But the identification
of the town was not
based only on information about the Pokorski family. The phone directory
also had a listing for a grocer by the name of H. Dancygier.
The new theory was filrther corroborated by information found in the
Memorial Book of Plollsk alld the Vicillity, which lists Dancygier and Pokorski
as residents of the town who perished in the Holocaust.
The Pages ofTestimony again proved their value when the last seene of
the film, which takes place at the town cemetery, was examined. One of the
headstones is engraved: "Ester, lvife of Beniamin jakubOlvicz." Her year of
death is recorded as 1935.

Many of the shops also bear a sign identifYing the jewish ownership of
the premises.
A search of the Central Database of Shooh Victims' Names failed to find
the name Shimon Pater. Nor was there any record of a Chaim Grinberg or
a Dancygier from Ciechan6w. However, a Page ofTestimony for an individual
named Hersz Wolef Pokorski was located, submitted by Hersz's sister. It
Another search of the Names Database revealed that Ester's son Eliasz
(Eliahu) and his family were Holocaust victims who had lived in Plonsk.
The headstone lVas the final piece in the jigsaw needed to clarifY the
town's identity beyond doubt. The clip is thus an important historical
document that gives a unique insight into the world of the photographer
and those he filmed, and provides important testimony on the life of jews
in Plonsk at the time of the Nazi occupation.
The author worlr in the Film Ar,hjvts, lind rmarchtd [oIJtage for tbe new HoloCRust History
Mustum.
The phot~apJn JIm tdm from the film Der Jude im ~gicrungslxzirk Zichcnau 1940, co.may
uro film GmbH.
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b Richelle Budd-Ca Ian
n 28 July, a comprehensive new
educational resource for American high
school students was launched at the
offices of the Shoah Foundation ,
California. &"oes .IId R'fiecriOlIf-;] multimedia
curriculum on the Holocaust-is the result of an
unprecedented partnership between the AntiDefamation League (ADL), Survivors of the
Shoah Visual History Foundation (established
by Steven Spielberg), and Yad Vashem.

O

e ec IOnS

Launch of new multimedia curriculum
on the Holocaust
At the InlmdJ of Echoes and Reflections (Ieff to "gilt):
Donors rossit IHld Dallil Holltmder, Avner sJmltP, SIJoaiJ
FOImdnt;01J Prtsidem /It,d CEO DollgIIIS Gremberg lind

ADL Director Abe Fo.'Cmll1'

The IO·lcsson program includes innovative
strategies to foster anti-bias education. Rich with
visual history testimony and rare archival materials,
it focuses 011 the origins of antisemitism; Nazi
Germany in the 1930s; the ghettos; "The Final
Solutioll;" Jewish resistance; non -}c\\~sh rcsisrance;
perpetrators, ,;ctims and bystanders; and children
during the Holocaust. Additional connections
arc also made \\;th issues of prejudice and modernday genocide. All lessons in the program have
been designed according to US national standards
in Social Studies, English/Language Arts and
Viewing and Media Literacy.
The curriculum combines the pedagogical
experience of all three organizations, incorporating
the historical expertise and vast archival holdings
of Yad Vashem, the national outreach network
of the ADL, and the unmatched visual history
resources of the Shoah Foundation . This
interdisciplinary multi-part course-already fieldtested in four cities-\\;II help students connect
history with contemporary isslles, and develop
skills to become active members of an informed
citizenry.
As part of the project, Yad Vashem has
developed a resource center for teachers and
students, accessible through its website,
www,yadvashem,org,

8 www.echoesandreflectlons.org

Businessman and hi-tech entrepreneur Yossie
Hollander and his wife Dana are supporting the
development of Echoes MId R,fiertio"" launched
in the presence of Director of the ADL Abe
Foxman, President and CEO of the Shoah
Foundation Douglas Greenberg, Chairman of
the Yad Vashem Directorate Avner Shalev, and
members of the project devclopment team. The
launch also marked the culmination of a
preparation seminar for course guides (trainers}members of the ADL-devcloped by staff from
all three organizations,

for more Information about Echoes and Reflections

In a videotaped message played at the event,
Steven Spielberg said: "It has always been my
dream that the Shoah Foundation's unique archive
of testimonies would transform the way history
is taught and learned. Today, that dream is
becoming a reality. The partnership we celebrate
here mday ensures that future generations can
learn what survivors and other eye"~tnesses m
the Holocaust can teach: that our very humanity
depends on the practice of tolerance and mutual
respect," Senator Barbara Boxer also sent a
videotaped message.

The 4uthoT is Proftct M1Jn49" of Echoes and Rrflmions alld
Hrad of lntenlRtional Rdations, The IntenJlUionaJ &hooJ for
HoltKaNIt StNdin.

Connecting with the Youth:
Holocaust Education in Hungary
b Chava Baruch
isplayed in the new Hungarian Holocaust
Center in Budapest is a copy of The
A"schwitz Alb"",, a collection of some
200 captioned photographs depicting the
deportation of a transport of Hungarian Jews to
Auschwitz-Birkenau. The album (the original is
displayed in Yad Vashem's new Museum) currendy
serves as an educational tool for both teachers and
pupi~ to learn about the Holocaust until the center's
permanent exhibition is completed.
Two young Hungarian teachers, Szilvia Dine!
and Tibor Pecsi, are members of the center's
educational staff, and graduates of training seminars
at Yad Vashem. Using the material and tools learned
at Yad Vashem, Diml and Peesi have initiated
educational activities conducted not only outside
the classroom but also outside the museum. As a
way to interest Hungarian pupils in Holocaust
srudies, they have organized a summerseminar based
on tours around Budapest. The tour was specifically
chosen for the topics the facilitators \I;shed to stress,
and includes centers of jelvish inteUectuailife before
the war; the Hungarian Parliament, which passed
the anti-jelvish laws of 1938-1939; the streets and
squares from which young jews were sent to forced
labor camps; the brick factory, Teglagyar Obudai,
where the jews of the city were concentrated; the
streets of the closed ghetto; and the buildings in
which the Zionist youth movement operated in

D

1944. Participants also visit the memorial on the
banks of the Danube commemorating the thousands
of jews shot into the hezing river in the lvinter of
1944.
During dlC seminar, pupi~ 611 out questionnaires,
hold discussions, hear survivor testimonies, read
passages from personal diaries, and view works by
jelvish artists sent to forced labor camps, such as
the painter Amos Imre. After three days of tours,
they return to the centef, where they use TIle
Auschwitz Alb",,, to learn about the death camps.
"Pupils who participated in the study days
underwent a significant change in their attitude and
oudook," says Szilvia. "They wished to learn more
about the Holocaust, and many of the participants
who were previously lvilling to sympathize \I;th the
anti-jClvish legislation became radically opposed to
it by the end ofd,e program." She continues: "Our
goal is to connect lvith the youth by relating the
material to their emyday lives, as well as by teaching
the history of the Holocaust through tours around
their native city. The rest is up to them and their
teachers, whom we encourage to address the moral
questions that arise during the tour."

n" u thDr is HflUl of the H.tn8IJrilHl IHId R/lmlJ1ljan Dtl;,
E,m p"u, Dtpllrrmenr, The l1Itmrllr;/l1I1I1 School fur H/lIOClllist
St"diN,

By the blinks Of the DlInube: Hungarian students see jirst-hrlnd the killing site of thousands ofJews dllring the H%ClHlst

Events at the
International School
for Holocaust Studies
July - September
2005
number of seminars for educators
from abroad were held over the
summer, including an international
seminar (anended by 37 participants
from 10 countries), and a seminar for jewish
educators. Additional seminars were conducted
for managers of memorial sites in Austria,
je\lish educators from Hungary and the FSU,
educators from Croatia, jelvish educators from
Montreal (in cooperation with the jewish
Agency), International School for Holocaust
Studies graduates in Poland and Lithuania, as
well as educators fi-om Germany, Poland, Russia
and (for the first time) Italy.
The fad Vashem Education Awards
ceremony was held during the first International
Conference for Israeli schoolteachers in july.
Prizes were awarded for oUlstanding school
curricula, programs, a children's book and
several theses in Holocaust teaching. A prize
was also awarded to an outstanding educator.
The ceremony was held in the presence
of then Deputy Minister of Education, Culture
and Sport R>bbi Michael Melchior, and with
the participation of the Donors' FamiliesNajmann, Bergson and U\'eeler-Director
of the Uveeler Conter Tuza Lcvtzion, Chairman
of A10umim Dr. Israel Lichtenstein, and Dora
Weinberger.
During the summer, the School conducted
workshops and seminars for groups of high
school pupils who are preparing to participate
in delegations to Poland; for groups of youths
and students &om abroad; and for Maccabiah
participants. As part of a program conducted
by the Ministry of Employment, Trade and
Industry, the School also held a study day
for school principals, anended by Minister
Ehud Olmen.
Between july and September, the School
held 10 study days for groups of principals
and inspectors fi-om the education S).tem and
fi-om municipal authorities. In addition, more
than 500 Ministry of Education employees
attended srudy days at Yad Vashem. The School
also held stud), da),s for police officers from
various districts and for senior IDF personnel,
and a training course for women soldiers who
instruct IDF groups at Yad Vashem. In
preparation for the 2005-2006 school year,
a new unit has been created, which will run
a unique program of study days for
elementary schools.

A
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What is special about the role of DireetorGeneral of Yad Vashem?

What challenges will your replacement have
to deal with?

One aspect I a"vays find difficult to explain when
I meet people is the unique nature ofYad Vashcm.
There are many museums in the world, as well
as research institutes and memorials, but there is
no other institution which combines so many
areas devoted to prese",ng memory----<! museum,
a research institute, a publishing company, an
archive, a memorial and an educational cenrerand which also holds memorial ceremonies
throughout the year. This is what makes the
position of Director-General so special : the
involvement in so many different spheres.

In the short-term, my replacement will have to
stabilize the system. After 12 years of intensive
and inconceivable amounts of work, we will need
to return the organization to a normal work
pattern. Long-term, the challenge \\111 be to
maintain the budgetary balance, while continuing
to develop the groundwork already laid.

What, then, are the skills required by the
Director-General?
The Dircctor-General ofYad Vashem--and here
I quote Moshe Dayan-must "understand [he
experts." He must be able to understand the
various professionals, providing support and
guiding them in their ongoing acti"ties, according
to the organization's goals. He must also be
compassionate, nor just an administrator.

Looking back, are there things you would
have done differently?
One thing I regret is that, during the
implementation of the Multiy<ar Development
plan, the staff and management- the main asset
of the organization-did not receive the anention
it got during its regular work periods. However,
if Yad Vashem had not fulfilled this plan, the
organization would have become inrelevant, losing
its ability to head Holocaust commemoration
and education in Israel and abroad.

What advice can you give your replacement?

First, learn the subject and the system, and then
only afterwards decide on ways to develop the
organization. Second, get to know your workers
personally, and decide how you want to work
with them. And always view the position primarily
as a mission, not just a job.
What goals should Yad Vashem set for itself?
Yad Vashem should reach out to many more
people besides the visitors to the Mount of
Remembrance. The main tool by which we can
achieve this goal is the Internet. Last year, we
took the first major step in making our materials
available to the public by placing the Central
Database of Shoah Victims' Names on our website.
This trend must continue. Another important
goal is to transfer our vast knowledge and
experience in Holocaust education to as many
teachers as possible around the world.

What was the most moving moment you
experienced in your work at Yad Vashem?
Every year, I am deeply affected when I am
introduced to the six torchlighters for the official
Holocaust Remembrance Day ceremony. It is a
stirring experience to mect them and their f.!milies
during the rehearsals.

Did you have a personally poignant moment?
I learned about the Pages ofTestimony project
only when I came to Yad Vashem. My parents
ncver spoke about their family members who
dicd in the Holocaust. Whcn Yad Vashem
computerized the Pages ofTestimony, I found
the one my father submitted in 1956, which I
never knew about. I was very tOuched to see his
handwriting. He never told me about his Iilmily,
but he completed Pages in their memory.
What do you plan to do after you leave Yad
Vashem?
I feel that I am still at the peak of my abilities,
but I do not plan to take another job that requires
13-hour workdays, six days a week. I am interested
in finding new work in areas that interest me, on
a voluntary basis for communal benefit. In
addition, I have agreed to [Chairman of the
Directorate] Avner [Shalev]'s request to escort
the last stages of the development plan- the
renovation of Warsaw Ghetto Square and its
attachment to the new Museum Complex---giving
Yad Vashem all the help it needs.
Will you go back to playing the violin?
In my youth, I did play the violin for 10 years,
but I don't think I ,viII go back to it. Howe"",
I ,viII make time to enjoy culture, something I
neglected over the last 12 years due to my busy
schcdule. I love to travel, and now I ,viII have
time to do so ,vith my ,vife, Zohara. We ,viII be
able to "sit our Iilvorite parts of Israel and the
world. I am also looking forward to being a fulltime grandlilther to my nine grandchildren.

Yad Vashem's new Director-General: Nathan Eitan
athan Eitan (51 ), a resident of
Jerusalem, is Yad Vashc:m's new
Director-General. Eitan served for the
past seven year.; as Director-General
of"Omanu[ Le'am" (Arts for the People). Before
that, he was a career officer, fulfilling various roles
in the Intelligence and Education Corps. His
final position in the army was Head of the
Education Department and Deputy Chief
Education Officer. Eitan has a Bachelor's Degree
in Sociology and Psychology, and a Master's
Degree in Criminology ftom the Law Faculty at
the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
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Museum, 2004

"With my appointment to the position," sa).
Eitan, "I feel a great obligation and respon~bility
alongside the challenge of helping bring the
organization into a new age, and adjusting it to
the needs derived ftom the completion of the
Development Plan."
Current Director-General Ishai Amrami (69)
will retire his position, on his reques~ at the end
of November. Eitan has already begun the process
of acclimatization to his new role.
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by Orit Guttel

~~~~~~------------------.

achel Raul has a large collection of dolls,
each with its own unique character and
story. The dolls, displayed on a shelf in
Raul's Jerusalem apartment, arc
intimately linked with her past experiences and
memories--<lf her childhood home in Hungary,
of Auschwitz, of forced labor in Bremen, of her
long sickness in Bergen- Belsen, and of her
liberation. Other dolls arc associated with her
subsequent 60 years in Israel.
For decades, Rachel told her story. She
participated in workshops at fad Vashem on how
to give testimony (supported by a grant from
the German Foundation for Remembrance,
Responsibility and Future), and met with scores
of pupils, soldiers and groups in Israel and abroad.
But her fuiling health was always a concern. "What
will I do when I can no longer tell my story!"
she asked Naomi Morgenstern, the fad Vashem
employee who recorded her testimony. "Who
will continue to teU id" "I will," promised Naomi.
Years passed, and Rachel's greatest fears were
realized. Some eight years ago, a stroke brought
her testimony activities to a halt. Meanwhile,
Naomi had left her job at Vad Vashem, and the
two women lost touch. But three years ago,
Naomi went to visit Rachel again, and once more
her eyes fell upon her impressive doll collection.
At that point, recalls Naomi, ,he decided the time
had come to follow up on her promise.
Naomi met with Rachel once a week over
the next year and a half. During these sessions,
Rachel recounted the events of her life, and told
the tale of each doll. Naomi recorded every word.
Then she was left with the challenge: how should
she relate Rachel's story! "At first, I thought
about writing a book," she said, "but I soon
realized that it would not be enough. My job
was to recount what happened, again and again,
until it was passed on ro someone else,'" Then it
became clear: she would lise the dolls to present
Rachel's story.
Naomi, who is neither an actress nor a
director, explains: "I built the story around the
dolls, since this is the way that Rachel chose to
preserve her own memories,
"At a certain point," she adds, "I realized
that Rachel did not collect dolls, she collected
people. Each doll represents some part of her
past as she remembers it today,"
Rachel recalls Naomi's dedication: "She sat
with me for hours, with boundless patience .
Nobody else can tell my story. She knO\\~ the
dolls, and the story of my life, which has always
been heavily overshadowed by the Holocaust. It
is vital for me that someone will continue teUing
my story after I am gone, and Naomi is doing
that for me,"

R
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Naomi converted the written testimony into
a play with the help of a professional director. In
her performance, she tells of Rachel's life in the
past and present tense, always in the first person,
speaking direcdy to the audiene<. She performs
to groups of up to 60 people-adults and high
school pupils. After the perfom1ance, the audience
is invited to examine the dolls and ask questions,
which Naomi answers on Rachel's behalf.
Naomi presented the story for the first time
U1 July, at the first national conference for teachers
held at Vad Vashem's International School for
Holocaust Studies. From now on, the play will
form part of the ongoing activities at the School,
and ,vill also be performed, by request, to outside
audiences,

"This initiative was prompted by a sincere
sense of commitmem, and a personal desire to
pass the memory of the Holocaust on to future
generations," says lnhal Kvity, Director of the
School's Study Seminars Department. "Naomi
wishes to preserve the memories of people who
lived through this period, and we hope that others
,viII be inspired by her example."

Naomi Morgenstern recounts the experiences of Holocaust sur pjJlar Rachtl Raul uSJ'ng RachtlJs unique dall cal/urian

Avraham Cytryn, Youth Writing Behind
the Walls: Avraham Cytryn's Lodz
Notebooks
The Holocaust: Frequently Asked
Questions, Edited by Avraham
Milgram and Robert Rozett
Yad Vasheln in associ.1tion with The Knesset The Isruli P~rli.JmentoJry Association for
HoIoc..... Remembrance and Aid to StJrmors,

2005, 30 pp., $11 abroad (airmail included) /
39 NIS
While the subject
of the Holocaust
frequendy emerges
in public and
private discussion,
many people are
unaware of its basic
facts. Written by
Yad Vashem and
published in
conjunction with the Knesset, the questions
and answers presented in this user-friendly
volume provide an introduction to all those
seeking to refresh or enrich their knowledge
of the Holocaust.

The Jews Are Coming Back: The Return
of the Jews to Their Countries of Ori8in
After WWII, Edited by David Bankter

Yad Vashem, 2005, 250 pp., $24 abroad (airmail
included) / 85 NIS
Avraharn Cyrryn was 13
years old when he was
interned in the Lodz
ghetto \\;th his mother
and sister. His sister,
Lucie Bialer (France),
who supported the
f
.
publication of this book,
.
recalls that he was
obsessed with writing,
and was engrossed in his
notebooks every spare hour he had after work.
He wrotc prose and poetry, lamenting the fate
of the incarcerated jews of Lodz doomed to
stan~tion and death. Avraharn considered suicide,
but did not take his own life due to his compassion
for his mother. In the last photograph taken of
him--{)f which he was surely not aware-he is
seen behind his mother and sister just before they
boarded the train for Auschlvitz. Avraham took
one notebook with him. The rest remained in
the house in the ghetto, where they were retrieved
after the war, torn and stained. A rarc and
exceptional document, these notebooks provide
a direcr and trenchant account of the terror and
the despair endured by the jews of Lodz.

t'f ~'1
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Yad Vashem in association with 8erghahn Books/

2005, 320 pp., $38 abroad (airmail included) / 129
NIS

Herman Kahan, The Fire and the Light
(Foreword by Elie Wiesel)

llis volume offers new
perspectives on the
experiences of Jewish
Holocaust survivors
returning to their

Yad Vashem, 2005, 170 pp., $24 abroad (airmail
ineluded) / 85 NIS
Chaim Hersh Kahan was
born in Elic Wiesel's
home town of Sighet,
Transylvania. His happy
pre-war childhood and
yeshiM studies were
brought to an abrupt
halt by confinement
in the ghetto, and
transport to Auschlvitz.
He and his father
survived selection by Mengele, as well as slave
labor in WolfSberg and Ebensee. Sustained by his
futher's spiritual strength, Kahan survived and

counnies of origin after
the end of the war. The
articles are essential to
our understanding of
how the refu gees
were received by
gm'cmments, aid organizations, and societies in
general. They demonstrate how jews returning
from the camps or emerging from hiding were
met with distrust, disbelief, contempt and
even open aggression. liberation had not brought
an end to hostility against the jews; the
survivors continued to be regarded as aliens,
and it was not long before a resurgence of
antisemitism became evident
This publication and the conference on which
it is based were made possible through the
generous support of the Gertner Center for
International Holocaust Conferences, endowed
by the late Danek D. and jad,ia B. Gertner.

was liberated. These memoirs are exceptional for

the rich descriptions of the author's emotions. A
former refugee in Budapest, Paris and Oslo, Kahan
is now a prominent member of the jewish and
business communities in Norway, and Chairman
of the Yad Vashem Society Norway. The book is
both a memorial to his fumily and a letter of
gratitude to Norway and moral human beings
worldwide.

Lexikon der Gerechten unter den VOikem:
Deutsche und Osterreicher (The
Encyclopedia of the Righteous Among
the Nations: Germany and Austria)
German section editor: Daniel Fraenkel; Austrian

section editor: lakob 80nll
Yad Vashem in association with Wallstein Verlag,

2005,129 NIS
The concept of
"Righteous Among the
Nations" is based on the
Talmudic saying, "He
who saves onc human
being is as if he saves an
entire world." Over the
past five decades, almost
21,000 Righteous
Amon g the Nations
have been recognized
by Yad Vashem. They carne from aU nationalities,
religious denominations, and social groups. Each
has a deeply human story that represents the
preservation of human values in the midst of
absolute moral collapse. These ordinary individuals
have become cultural heroes, and symbols of
courage. They are a source of hope, a role model
and an inspiration. The Encyclopedia of the
Righteous Among the Nations series contains the
personal stories of each of the rescuers. 1t presents
an authentic record of some of the most moving
and heroic acts of our time, and a fitting tribute
to the men and women who performed them.
The publication of this volume was made
possible by the generous support of the
government of the Federal Republic of Germany,
the government of the Republic of Austria and
the EU Commission.

Stolen Youth: Five Women's Survival in
the Holocaust, Series Editor David
Silberklang
Yad Vashem, 2005, $21 abroad (airmail included)/
69 NIS
The latest book in the
new series of memoirs
published joindy by Yad
Vashem and the
wo .....•• ' ...."'vu
Holocaust Survivors'
11/""' HQLOC .... .,.
Memoirs Project
comprises
the
experiences offil'e young
women during the
Holocaust. Ghetto and
concentration camp life,
survival in forced lahor camps, work for the
resistance, giving birth to and caring for young
children, and endurance of the Soviet prison
system are all included in these astonishing and
extremely moving memoirs.
,,~.
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Keshet Zikaron

Special concert marking
60 years since the end of World War II
b Rachel Barkai
commemorative concert marking 60 years since the end of World
War II was held on 31 JulybefOre an audience of hundreds. Organized
by Yad Vashem and the Keshet Eilon Music Center and directed
by Gilad Sheba, the concert was held in the Valley of the Communities,
within its stone walls bearing inscriptions of thousands of Jewish communities
destroyed in the Holocaust.
Dozens of young musicians, participants in the Keshet Eilon music
workshop (under the sponsorship of Maestro Shlomo Mintz and the musical
directorship of Professor Itzhak Rashkovsky), played pieces by Holocaust
victims Robert Dauber, Zikmund Schul and Gideon Klein, as well as Ernest
Bloch, Fritz Kreisler and Emil Waldteufel.
During the concert, violin-maker Amnan Weinstein related stories of
Jelvish violins that survived the Holocaust, including one made by Yaakov
Zimmerman in Warnaw, 1924, decorated lvith a Star of D,,;d. Zimmerman's
violin was used by Shlomo Mintz 10 play Bloch's Niglln (Improvisation):
Fro,. 17me Pi,mres ofGhassidi, Life. Se"'lata for Violin ."d Piano by Robert
Dauber was performed by 14-year-old soloist Arslan Sajfi from Russia, who
played on a violin once owned by a child partisan Mordechai (Motele) Schlein.
The concert also included Two Ghassidi, Da,,,es, Op. ISfor two violim by
Zikmund Schul, played by Vadim Gluzman ITom Israel and Cihat Askin ITom
Turkey, and Trio by Gideon Klein, performed by Itamar Zorman and Yoni
Etzion ITom Israel and Jana Novakova from the Czech Republic.
Awomen's ensemble led by violinist Ani Shnarch played Kleisler's Liebes/eid
- /me'sSorrow and EJpania by Waldteufel, in memory ofAlma Rose, conductor
of the women's orcheslSa in Auschlvitz. These waltzes were played by Alma
Rose's ensemble in Vienna before the war. Membership in Alma Rose's
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orchestra saved the lives of dozens of girls and women in Auschwitz, among
them Hilde Simcha (nce Greenboim), who attended the concert: "I was
especially mOl'ed by the performance of this ensemble, which reminded me
of Alma Rose's orchestra from before the war," said Hilde. "Her Sunday
concerts, which had a varied repertoire, helped many of the prisoner. forget
the horrors of Birkenau . [Alma 1dreamt of establishing a new orchestra after
the end of the terrible war."
The concert ended lvith a performance by 59 young violinists ITom 22
countries, who played a song medley arranged by Alexander Povolotsky: Oif'"
Pripet,hi" (By the Fireplace, a Yiddish song), Arvoles UDm, Por Ullvias(Thc
Trees Cry for Rain, a Ladino song) and the Jewish Partisa,,,' Hy,.tl . The
performance deeply moved the audience, which quiecly sang along with the
music.
The lultlJur il [)ineroro/the Commemorllriall lind PNbUe RdarionJ Dipisian.

Yad Vashem mourns the passing of renowned "Nazi Hunter"
n September, Yad Vashem joined the international and JC\vish community
in mourning the passing of Simon Wiesenthal, in Vienna. Wiesenthal
began his mission of pursuing Nazi war criminals immediately after
the war ended, working unceasingly until his final days. Through his
tireless efforts, many Nazi war criminals were prevented from escaping their
due punishment, compelled instead to face the force of international law.

I

In 1955, Wiesenthal closed the jewish Historical Documentation Center
in Unz, Austria, and gave Yad Vashem almost a thousand files ITom the Center,
comprising tens of thousands of pages. These included original Nazi documents
(and copies signed by Wiesenthal) referring to the planning and implementation
ofJe\\;sh legislation and the "Final Solution." The archive also contains lists
and information about war criminals-organized according to concentration
camps and locations where the crimes were perpetrated-as well as
correspondence with JC\vish organizations regarding war criminals and their
capture. In addition, there is also original material on the lives of sun;vors
in DP camps, the migration and settling of Jewish survivors in Austria after
the war, the establishment of the jewish community in Vienna, and Holocaust
commemoration.

In October 1960, Wiesenthal gave Yad Vashem a signed peroonal testimony,
and in December 1986, audio testimony.
Chairman of the Yad Vashem Directorate Avner Shalev expressed "deep
appreciation for Wiesenthal's activities," and said his contributions should be
recognized worldwide. "In his resolve to expose the crimes of Nazis, Wiesenthal

was the world's conscience, determined to document the full extent of Nazi

war crimes, and hold those responsible accountable for their actions. Yad
Vashem mourns this tremendous loss to the jewish and international
community. "

Sim .. lViesm,hal poinu to a map of,,,,tntrot;"
UI"'PS in the 0lil HittoriuU MUJtUm or 1iod V",",""
dunna his visi, in 1985.

Events July - September 2005
7 July Cantorial Concert in the Valley of the Communities
marki ng 60 years since the end of World War II. Attended by some
500 people, the concert was held in cooperation with the Tel Aviv
Cantoriallnstitute and the World Organization of Orthodox Cantors,
\I;th cantor Nahali Hershtik and under the musical management of
Raymond Goldstein.

10 July Annual memorial ceremony marking the massacre in
Iasi and the Dohoroi Pogrom at the Beit Vaakov-Rabbi Zvi Gunman
synagogue and community center in Haifa. The ceremony was
attended by Chairn13n of the Yad Vashem Council Professor Szewach
Weiss, Romanian Ambassador in Israel H.E. Dr. Valeria Stoica, lasi
SUI"\;vor Maestro Mendi Rodan, Rabbi of the Romanian community
in Israel Efraim Gunman and members of the Memorial Organization
for Romanian Je\lTy. The event was hosted by Deputy Chairman of
the community cemer, Eng. Baruch Traktin.

21 July Ceremony posthumously honoring Righteous Among
the Nations Fiodor Melnik (Ukraine), Vevgenya Morowva (Belarus),
Steponas and Viktorija Szrelskis (Lithuania), and Stefka Stoicheva
(Bulgaria). Director of the Department of the Righteous Among
the Nations Dr. Mordecai Paldiel presented certificates and medals
to their next of kin. The ceremony was attended by some 60 survivors
and family members of the award recipients.
4 August Annual Ceremony and assembly marking 63 years
since the murder of Janusz Korczak, Stepha Vilchinska and the
orphanage ehildren. The assembly-held in cooperation lvith the
Janusz Korczak Association in Israel-<ommenced lvith a gathering
in the Forest Commemorating Polish Je\\ry (near Nata0, attended
by JNF Chairman Vehiel Loket. In the afternoon, the participants
visited Yad Vashem for a tour of the new Museum and a ceremony
in Janusz Korczak Square. Addressing them were former Chairman
of the Korczak Association Dr. Eliezer Marcus, Pedagogic Director
of the International School of Holocaust Studies Shulamit Imber,
and representative of the training department of the Mahanot Olim
Youth Movement Eran Yarkoni. Wreaths were laid by former pupils
of Korczak Yitzhak Perla and painter Yitzhak Balfer.
II September Evening in memory of Reuven Dafni .'1, in
cooperation with the Rubin Academy of Music and Dance in
Jerusalem, the Sovlanut Movement, and the Ministry of Foreign
Affuirs Pensioners' Committee. Speeches were delivered by Israel's
fifth president Yitzhak Navon, Avoer ShaleI', Chairman of the Sovlanut
Movement Dr. Dan Ronen, and representative of the pensioners
Tamar Eshel. The event was compered by Michal Zmora Cohen.
27 September Evening marking the publication of the
E'ICyclopedia of the Righteous Among the Nations-Btlgium, and
its presentation to the Belgian Ambassador in Israel H.E. Mr. JeanMichel Veranneman de Watervliet. The ceremony was attended by
Avner ShaleI', Editor-in-Chief of the Belgium volume of the
Encyclopedia and Chief Historian of Vad Vashem Professor Dan
Michman, and Belgian Je\l~ living in Israel.

28 September Annual conference of the Organization of Former
Residents of Lodz and the Younger Generations, held in Tel
Aviv's Museum of Am. The program included performances by
singer Shulamit Aharon, the Mandolin Band of Rosh Ha'ayin and
the Noar Haoved Vehalomed Music Group. The "Friend of the

New Chairman of Righteous
Among the Nations Commission
he Vad Vashem Directorate has approved
the appointment of former Supreme Court
Justice Jacob Tnrkcl as Chairman of the
Commission for the Designation of the
Righteous Among the Nations at Vad Vashem.
The independent Commission, which works
alongside Vad Vashem, is composed of researchers,
historians, and legal experts, most of whom are
Holocaust survivors and all of whomare volunteers.
Justice jfJcob Tllrkel
The Commission makes decisions in a similar way
to a jury, and has thus far recognized almost 21,000 people as Righteous
Among the Nations-non-Je\l~ who risked their lives to save Je\l~ during the
Holocaust.
Judge Turkel lvill succeed former Supreme Court Justice Vaakov Maltz,
who retired from the position after 10 years. During Judge Maltz's tenure,
some 8,000 people were recognized as Righteous
Among the Nations. He volunteered much of his
time to the Commission, and often led it through
complex discussions, in a dignified way, taking into
account the various opinions of Commission members.
Chairman of the Vad Vashem Directorate Avner
ShaleI' is grateful to Judge Maltz for his many years
of service, and congratulated Judge Turkel on his
.
appointment.
J"st'" ranlov Mal"
Judge Turkel, 70, lVas born in Israel. He studied
Law at Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and has served on the Shalom Court,
as a regional Court judge and as president of the regional court in Be'er
Sheva. He was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1995, where he served
until his resignation a few months ago. He has also taught at Ben Gurion
University in the Negev, the University of Tel Aviv, and other academic
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institutions.

Renovation of the Avenue of the
Righteous Among the Nations
orO\'er four decades, tfees have been planted on rhe Avenue of the
Righteous Among the Nations. TIlt Avenue signifies the remarkable
phenomenon of non-Jews who risked their lives {Q save Jews during
the Holocaust. Almost 21,000 people hal'e been recognized by Vad
Vashem om the years as Righteous Among the Nations. Their names are
engraved on plaques close to the approximately 2,000 trees planted in the
Avenue and throughollt Vad Vashem, or on the walls especially erected in the
Garden of the Righteous.
The location of the Avenue-which leads from the Visitors Center to
Warsaw Ghetto Square-provides a poignant introduction to the site as a
whole. Before entering the new Holocaust History Museum, which presents
the story of the SlJorrh, the ,~sitor is reminded that there was an alternative:
there were individuals who chose to walk the righteous path and shine a
glimmer oflight amidst the darkness.
During the planning stages of Vad Vashem's Multiyear Development
Plan, a dccision was made to renovate the Avenue and integratc it into the
structure of the nell' Museum. Traversing the glass roof of the building, the
Avenue has become an inseparable part of the Museum, enabling visitors
inside to see the trees rcfieC(ed in the glass-and those on the Avenue above
to look dOlvo into the Museum-alIOlling them to internalize the crucial role
played by the minority of non-Jews who, at gse.r personal risk, saved many
Jelvish lives while morality was collapsing all asound thcm.
Benefactors of the renovation, Eva and Ane Halpern, and Gladys and
Sam Halpern (USA) will attend the official dedication ceremony of the
renovated Avenue of the Righteous Among the Nations on 23 October.

F

Organizadon" Prize was also awarded at the event.

www.yadvuh.m.....

to read more about tho Riptoou. Amona tho Nation.
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Education, Not Hatred

Y

ad Vashem mourns the loss of a very dear
friend and Benefactor, Danek Gertner ."/,
A de",endant of rabbis, Danek was born in
Zabie, a village in Galicia, to a Zionist family
active in the local Jewish intelligentsia, Despite losing
his eldest brother and additional relatives during the
war, Danek escaped numerous potentially fata l
situations, He then ned to Hungary, where he met his future lvife, Jadzia,
After the war, Danek became a successful businessman and an esteemed
philanthropist. He was involved in many cultural enterprises, and most
of all devoted to Holocaust remembrance, "I believe that the focus of
Holocaust remembrance should be in studying the topic and bequeadling
it for posterity," he said, "The emphasis should be on preventive education,
nor on hatred and spreading accusations," Danek felt Yad Vashem should
serve as a main resource for information about the Holocaust and its
significance, \\~th an emphasis on the production and dissemination of
scholastic materials and teaching programs, Today, with his loyal and
generous support, Yad Vashem is fulfilling th~ mission and is determined
to continue his legacy, Yad Vashem joins Fmi Steindling and the Gertner
family in mourning his passing,

RECENT VISITS TO YAD VASHEM
Czech President Vadav Klaus
toured the new Holocaust
History Museum during his
I'~t to Yad Vashem on !3
Seprrmber (pictured with A\11CT
ShaleI' in the exhibit on
T",zin),

Ireland'. Foreign Minister
Dermot Ahem vi~ted Yad
Vashem on 12 July (pictured
in the Hall of Names).

Dedication to the Future
ad Vashem mourns the loss of Ruth Mitzner
z"/, who passed away in Houston in August.
Ruth and the Mitzner family are Benefactors
ofYad Vashem,
Ruth (nee Buchbinder) was born in Poland in 1918,
and immigrated to dlC United States nvo years later,
Her father, Rabbi Jacob Tuvia Buchbinder '"/, led the
largest Orthodox synagogue in Harlem, NY, and was a renowned Toral!
"'holar, In 1935, he moved his family to Jerusalem, joining the staff of
Rabbi Avraham Yitzhak Kook, the first Chief Rabbi of Israel. Ruth's
mother, Rebbetzin Batya Buchbinder '"/, was a distinguished reacher of
Toral! in her own right.
Ruth married David Mitzner, a Shoal! survivor, in 1953, Her life
centered on her commitment ro the Jewish People and its future, as well
as her deep love for Israel. In addition to supporting Yad Vashem, Ruth
and her family dedicated the Mitzner High School in Houston, the
Mitzner Family Building of United Orthodox Synagogues and supported
many other causes in Israel and the Jewish world,
Ruth is survived by her husband David, her son Jacob and his wife
Marilyn, her son Ira and his wife Mindy, and five grandchildren, She
will be sorely missed by all who had the privilege of knowing her,
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Yad Vashern mourns the passing of friends and supporters, SI!oah
survivors who contributed greatly to Holocaust remembrance and
Jewish continuity:
• Nathan Katz ."/ of New York, board member of the American
Society for Yad Vashem, He is survived by his wife Sima, daughters
Miriam Katz and Rita Levy, and grandchildren,
• Lola Tenenbaum ."/ of New York, She is survived by her husband
Henry, daughters Debbie Vine and Shelley Tenenbaum , and
grandchildren,
• Romaine Efros ."/ of New York, She is su",ved by her nephews
Martin and Steve Feldman,
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Supreme Court Pmident
Professor Aharon Baralt
visited Yad Vashem on 7
August, rogcther with presiding
and retired Judges of the
Supreme Coun (pictured in the
new Museum nfHoIocaust An
with Senior An Cnrator Yehudit
Shend",),

On 8 September, Freneh
Foreign Minister Philippe
DoUlte- Bluy ,isited the new
Holocaust History Museum,

On 3 July, Romanian Foreign
Minister Dr. Mibai lWvan
Unguranu (from, second
from rigbt) ~ted Yad Vashem,
and tourtd the new Synagogue,
accompanied by Director of the
Hall of Names Alexander
AlTaium (rigbt),
Visitors to the new Holocaust History Museum also included: hundreds of
Maccabiah delegates, participants in the World Congress ofJewish Sciences, AlPAC
delegates and Parliamentary representatives from Latin America and Australia,

Friends

RLDWID

U.S.A.
Michael a
an d Leon
Constantiner
tou red the
new Museu m
in june. The
Constantiners
have recently
established the
Chairman's
Award for a cinematic work related to the Holocaust, to be awarded
ann ually at Yad Vashem through the new Visual Center.

Yad Vashem Benefactors Miri
and Sheldon Adelson (second
and third from left) visited Yad
Vas hem with an AIPAC
mission. During the visit, the
group held a ceremony in the
Hall of Bemembrance. Also
participating in the mission \\~re
Irwin Charm (left) and Joan
and Ted Cuder (right).

Yad Vashem Benefactors Dr. Felix and
Ruta Zandman (right), son Marc
(second from left ), and daughter·in·
law Orit Zandman visited the new
Museum together with employees of
Vishay Israel. Dr. Zandman is the
Chairman and CEO of Visha y
Intertechnology, headquartered in
Pennsylvania, and Marc Zandman is
President of Vishay Israel.

VjC Chair Robert Goldberg (left)
and his family were accompanied by
Special Advisor to the Yad Vashem
Chairman Arie Zuckerman (ri ght)
on a tour ofYad Vashem in August.

Yad Vashem Benefactors David and
Fela Shapell visited the new
Museum accompanied by Chairman
of the Directorate Avner Shalev.
The Shapells are among the major
supporters of Yad Vashem, and are
committed to supporting the work
of Yad Vas hem today and in the
future.

Lisa and Martin Pechter of Boca
Raton visited the new Museum and
received an overview of the activities
of the International School for
Holocaust Studi." constructed
through the generosity of Marrin's
parents Marilyn and Jack Pechtcr
and the family.

Mark Wilf (second from
left), National Chair ofthe
2005 VjA Federation
Campaign of the VjC, and
American Society for Yad
Vashcm executive comminee
member, accompanied a VjC
Mission of Federation lay
leaders and executive in july.

Sboshanna and David Wmgate visited Yad Vashem (pictured
in the new Museum \\ith Director of the International Rciations
Di,;sion Shaya Ben
Ycbuda) and met
with Chairman of
the Yad Vashem
Directorate Avncr
Shalev.
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CANADA
UNITED KINGDOM

Fran and Edward Sonshine of Toronto (left) met
with Avner Shalev and Director of the International
Relations Division Shaya Ben Yehuda.

!.eli to right: Sir furry Solomon,
Biva! Glladi, Sir Ronald Cohen
and Jcmathan Ktstcnbawn in the
Hall of Names

Lloyd Dorfman (left) with
Director of the English Desk,
International Relations
Division SoUy Kaplinski on
a tour of the new Museum

AUSTRALIA
Melbourne Jewish communal leader
Johnny Baker (right, with Avner
Shalev) has taken on the inaugural
role as Honorary President of
Australlim Friends ofYad Vashem
(AFYV). A businessman and filther
of fi ve, Baker is the child of
Holocaust survivo~. In addition to
fund raising, IU-W hopes to increase
awareness ofYad Vashcm's activities
and initiate educational programs in the broader community.

RUSSIA
Russian businessman Mikhail Bezelianski has made a generous contribution
towards helping Yad Vashem become more accessible to Russian speakm.
The project comprises an audio guide, a visito~ guide, and a Russian edition
of the Yad Vashcm commemorative album To Bt.r Wi'Otll, as well as the
.. I
translation of elements of its website
~ .II·:t,
to Russian . Left to righ t: Arie
Zuckerman, Mikhail Bezelianlki,
Avner Shalev, Shaya Ben Ythuda

~~.

.-

~ ~llr
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UKRAINE
The Yad Vasbem Society in Ukraine
held its first Dinner on 19 June in
Dniepropetrovsk with the participation of
Chairman of the Yad Vashem Directorate
Avner Sbalev (right) and Special Ad,isor
to the O!airman Me Zuaaman, business
leaden and key local penonalities, as weU
as leaden of local Jewish community.
President of the Society Gennady
Rosolubov (left) and Dniepropetrovsk Chief Rabbi Shmuel Kaminmki were
presented awards in recognition of their acti,;ty on behalf ofYad Vasbem. AIaey
Martynov received an award in recognition of his generous support for the work
ofYad Vashem.

VENEZUELA
BRAZIL
Director of the Ibero·American Desk, International Relations Division Perla
Hazan presented the Yad
Vashem album To Be•• WilllCJr
to Arthur RDlmberg, President
of Hebraica Sao Paulo, during
a \;sit to Yad Vashem together
with his family.

Left to right: Amrarn Cohen,
Lissi and Salomon GaIsky and
Carlos Chocron in the Hall of
Names during a visit to Yad
Vashem

ISRAEL
Lev Levaev (left) with Avner
Shalev in the new Museum
during a visit in August

MEXICO
Marcos and Vivian Metta (left) and their children Carlos, Tara and Tanya
dedicated a room for the IDF Education Unit in the International School for
Holocaust Studies at Yad Vashem in July. Avoer ShaIev and Perla Hazan
(right) prestnted them with the
Yad Vashem key to mark the
occasion. Also in anendance were
Col. Roni Kalinsky of the
Education Corps, soldiers from
Hac Gilo College and educators
from the International School for
Holocaust Studies.

SPAIN

Elie Chetrit and his wife
in the new Holocaust
History Museum

Yad Vashem appreciates the generosity of its friends in supporting its
mission of Shoah commemoration, documentation, education and research.
Together we can continue our journey, ensuring Jewish continuity and
conveying universal aspirations for understanding, tolerance, and mutual
respect between people everywhere. Yad Vashem would be honored to
welcome you into its circle of friends and supporters.
To make tax deductible donations:
USA: American Society for Yad Vashem
500 Fifth Avenue, 42,d Floor
New York, NY 10110
Canada: Canadian Society for Yad Vashem
970 Lawrence Avenue West, Suite 21 I
Toronto, ONT M6A 3B6
UK: Yad Vashem UK Foundation
6 Bloomsbury Square
London, WCIA 2LP
For information on societies in other countries, or to donate online,
please visit: www.yadvashem.organdclickon "Friends ofYad Vashem."
Donations may also be sent to: International Relations Division ,
Yad Vashem, PO Box 3477, Jerusalem 91034, Israel.
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